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Waiting In The Throes
From the winner of the National Book Award
and the National Books Critics’ Circle
Award—and one of the most original thinkers
of our time—“Andrew Solomon’s magisterial
Far and Away collects a quarter-century of
soul-shaking essays” (Vanity Fair). Far and
Away chronicles Andrew Solomon’s writings
about places undergoing seismic
shifts—political, cultural, and spiritual. From
his stint on the barricades in Moscow in 1991,
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when he joined artists in resisting the coup
whose failure ended the Soviet Union, his
2002 account of the rebirth of culture in
Afghanistan following the fall of the Taliban,
his insightful appraisal of a Myanmar seeped
in contradictions as it slowly, fitfully pushes
toward freedom, and many other stories of
profound upheaval, this book provides a
unique window onto the very idea of social
change. With his signature brilliance and
compassion, Solomon demonstrates both how
history is altered by individuals, and how
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personal identities are altered when
governments alter. A journalist and essayist
of remarkable perception and prescience,
Solomon captures the essence of these
cultures. Ranging across seven continents
and twenty-five years, these “meaty
dispatches…are brilliant geopolitical
travelogues that also comprise a very
personal and reflective resume of the
National Book Award winner’s globe-trotting
adventures” (Elle). Far and Away takes a
magnificent journey into the heart of
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extraordinarily diverse experiences: “You will
not only know the world better after having
seen it through Solomon’s eyes, you will also
care about it more” (Elizabeth Gilbert).
This dazzling debut brings the Dark Ages to
light and illuminates one Saxon
noblewoman's romance with a Viking warrior
and her struggle to find her path in a
changing and dangerous world 869. For
eighteen years, Avelynn, the beautiful and
secretly pagan daughter of the Ealdorman of
Somerset, has lived in an environment of love,
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acceptance, and equality. Somerset has
flourished under twenty years of peace. But
with whispers of war threatening their
security, Avelynn's father makes an
uncompromising decision that changes her
life forever. Forced into a betrothal with
Demas, a man who only covets her wealth and
status, Avelynn's perception of independence
is shattered. With marriage looming, she
turns to her faith, searching for answers in an
ancient ritual along the coast, only to find
Alrik The Blood-Axe and sixty Viking
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berserkers have landed. In a year of
uncertainty that sees Avelynn discover hidden
powers, stumble into a passionate love affair
with Alrik, and lead men into battle, Avelynn
must walk a fine line as her deceptions mount
and Demas' tactics to possess her become
more desperate and increasingly brutal.
Avelynn and Alrik are caught in the throes of
fate as they struggle to find the way back to
themselves and onwards to each other.
"The woman I loved wasn't in love with me;
the woman I married wasn't a wife to me. Ilin
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Cheung was my wife on paper. In deed, she
belonged to Yi-Tung Szeto. In debt, I also
belonged to him. He was my father, paper
too." Steer Toward Rock, Fae Myenne Ng's
heartbreaking novel of unrequited love, tells
the story of the only bachelor butcher at the
Universal Market in San Francisco. Jack Moon
Szeto--that was the name he bought, the
name he made his life by--serves the lonely
grass widows whose absentee husbands work
the farmlands in the Central Valley. A man
who knows that the body is the only truth,
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Jack attends to more than just their weekly
orders of lamb or beef. But it is the freespirited, American-born Joice Qwan with
whom Jack falls in love. A woman whose life is
guided by more than simple pain, Joice hands
out towels at the Underground Bathhouse and
sells tickets at the Great Star Theatre; her
mother cleans corpses. Joice wants romance
and she wants to escape Chinatown, but Jack
knows that she is his ghost of love, better
chased than caught. It is the 1960s and while
the world is on the edge of an exciting future,
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Jack has not one grain of choice in his life.
When his paper wife arrives from China he is
forced to fulfill the last part of his contract
and to stand before the law with the woman
who is to serve as mistress to his fake father.
Jack has inherited a cruel cultural legacy. A
man with no claim to the past, his only hope
is to make a new story for himself, one that
includes both Joice and America. Not since
Bone, Fae Myenne Ng's highly praised debut
novel, has a work so eloquently revealed the
complex loyalties of Chinese America. Steer
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Toward Rock is the story of a man who
chooses love over the law, illuminating a part
of U.S. history few are aware of, but one that
has had echoing effects for generations.
In this "vital book for these times" (Kirkus
Reviews), Don Lemon brings his vast audience
and experience as a reporter and a Black man
to today's most urgent question: How can we
end racism in America in our lifetimes? The
host of CNN Tonight with Don Lemon is more
popular than ever. As America’s only Black
prime-time anchor, Lemon and his daily
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monologues on racism and antiracism, on the
failures of the Trump administration and of
so many of our leaders, and on America’s
systemic flaws speak for his millions of fans.
Now, in an urgent, deeply personal, riveting
plea, he shows us all how deep our problems
lie, and what we can do to begin to fix them.
Beginning with a letter to one of his Black
nephews, he proceeds with reporting and
reflections on his slave ancestors, his
upbringing in the shadows of segregation,
and his adult confrontations with politicians,
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activists, and scholars. In doing so, Lemon
offers a searing and poetic ultimatum to
America. He visits the slave port where a
direct ancestor was shackled and shipped to
America. He recalls a slave uprising in
Louisiana, just a few miles from his
birthplace. And he takes us to the heart of the
2020 protests in New York City. As he writes
to his young nephew: We must resist racism
every single day. We must resist it with love.
The White Book
Crying in H Mart
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The Master Sniper
How Travel Can Change the World
Steer Toward Rock
A Transformative Parable

A literary masterpiece, inspired by real-life events, from
Man Booker Prize-shortlisted author Sunjeev Sahota
'Sunjeev Sahota's writing is the stuff of miracles' Bryan
Washington 'A gorgeous, gripping read' Kamila Shamsie
'I'm blown away by it. I was gripped from the first page to
the last' Tessa Hadley 'Such a thrilling combination of
beauty and heartbreak. It's breathtaking' Charlotte
Mendelson 'An intense drama of classic themes - love,
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family, survival, and betrayal - told with passion and
precision in Sahota's economical, lyrical prose. China
Room is a brilliant novel. I won't forget any of these
characters' Adam Foulds A multigenerational novel of
love, oppression, trauma and the pursuit of freedom,
inspired in part by the author's own family history, China
Room twines together the stories of a woman and a man
separated by more than half a century but united by
blood. Mehar, a young bride in the rural Punjab of 1929,
is trying to discover the identity of her new husband. She
and her sisters-in-law, married to three brothers in a
single ceremony, spend their days hard at work in the
family's 'china room', sequestered from contact with the
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men. When Mehar develops a theory as to which of them
is hers, a passion is ignited that puts more than one life
at risk. Spiralling around Mehar's story is that of a young
man who, in 1999, travels from England to the nowdeserted farm, its 'china room' locked and barred. In
enforced flight from the traumas of his adolescence-his
experiences of addiction, racism and estrangement from
the culture of his birth-he spends a summer in painful
contemplation and recovery, before finally finding the
strength to return home. 1. This book is for all fiction
lovers, especially historical fiction set in India. 2. Sunjeev
Sahota was shortlisted for the 2015 Man Booker Prize,
the International Dylan Thomas Prize and the Sunday
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Times Young Writer of the Year Award, and won the
Encore Prize, the European Union Prize for Literature
and the South Bank Sky Arts Award. He was chosen as
one of Granta's Best Young British Novelists in 2013. 3.
The book's deals with the themes of oppression,
women's lives in India, arranged marriages, identity and
freedom. 4. Sunjeev Sahota's previous works include
Ours Are the Streets and The Year of the Runaways.
FogA Novel of Desire and ReprisalLethe Press
Four African-American women console and support one
another in a complex friendship that helps each of them
face the middle of their lives as single women.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR
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• NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • From the indie
rockstar of Japanese Breakfast fame, one of TIME's
Most Influential People of 2022, and author of the viral
2018 New Yorker essay that shares the title of this book,
an unflinching, powerful memoir about growing up
Korean American, losing her mother, and forging her
own identity. In this exquisite story of family, food, grief,
and endurance, Michelle Zauner proves herself far more
than a dazzling singer, songwriter, and guitarist. With
humor and heart, she tells of growing up one of the few
Asian American kids at her school in Eugene, Oregon; of
struggling with her mother's particular, high expectations
of her; of a painful adolescence; of treasured months
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spent in her grandmother's tiny apartment in Seoul,
where she and her mother would bond, late at night, over
heaping plates of food. As she grew up, moving to the
East Coast for college, finding work in the restaurant
industry, and performing gigs with her fledgling
band--and meeting the man who would become her
husband--her Koreanness began to feel ever more
distant, even as she found the life she wanted to live. It
was her mother's diagnosis of terminal cancer, when
Michelle was twenty-five, that forced a reckoning with her
identity and brought her to reclaim the gifts of taste,
language, and history her mother had given her.
Vivacious and plainspoken, lyrical and honest, Zauner's
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voice is as radiantly alive on the page as it is onstage.
Rich with intimate anecdotes that will resonate widely,
and complete with family photos, Crying in H Mart is a
book to cherish, share, and reread.
Waiting to Exhale
Woman No. 17
A Novel of Desire and Reprisal
A novel
The Name of the Star
The Noise of Time

A compact masterpiece dedicated to the
Russian composer Dmitri Shostakovich:
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Julian Barnes’s first novel since his bestselling, Man Booker Prize–winning The
Sense of an Ending. In 1936,
Shostakovich, just thirty, fears for his
livelihood and his life. Stalin, hitherto a
distant figure, has taken a sudden
interest in his work and denounced his
latest opera. Now, certain he will be
exiled to Siberia (or, more likely,
executed on the spot), Shostakovich
reflects on his predicament, his personal
history, his parents, various women and
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wives, his children—and all who are still
alive themselves hang in the balance of
his fate. And though a stroke of luck
prevents him from becoming yet another
casualty of the Great Terror, for decades
to come he will be held fast under the
thumb of despotism: made to represent
Soviet values at a cultural conference in
New York City, forced into joining the
Party and compelled, constantly, to
weigh appeasing those in power against
the integrity of his music. Barnes
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elegantly guides us through the
trajectory of Shostakovich’s career, at
the same time illuminating the
tumultuous evolution of the Soviet
Union. The result is both a stunning
portrait of a relentlessly fascinating man
and a brilliant exploration of the
meaning of art and its place in society.
These reflective prayers are the result of
permitting a gentle reading of the
lectionary texts for a given service to
resonate in me and emerge as a
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searching engagement of the Word with
my spirit in a mood of settled joy. The
ninety samples given are the most
recent in order at the time of
publication.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
author of Small Great Things returns
with a powerful and provocative new
novel about ordinary lives that intersect
during a heart-stopping crisis. “Picoult
at her fearless best . . . Timely, balanced
and certain to inspire debate.”—The
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Washington Post The warm fall day
starts like any other at the Center—a
women’s reproductive health services
clinic—its staff offering care to anyone
who passes through its doors. Then, in
late morning, a desperate and distraught
gunman bursts in and opens fire, taking
all inside hostage. After rushing to the
scene, Hugh McElroy, a police hostage
negotiator, sets up a perimeter and
begins making a plan to communicate
with the gunman. As his phone vibrates
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with incoming text messages he glances
at it and, to his horror, finds out that his
fifteen-year-old daughter, Wren, is inside
the clinic. But Wren is not alone. She will
share the next and tensest few hours of
her young life with a cast of
unforgettable characters: A nurse who
calms her own panic in order to save the
life of a wounded woman. A doctor who
does his work not in spite of his faith but
because of it, and who will find that faith
tested as never before. A pro-life
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protester, disguised as a patient, who
now stands in the crosshairs of the same
rage she herself has felt. A young
woman who has come to terminate her
pregnancy. And the disturbed individual
himself, vowing to be heard. Told in a
daring and enthralling narrative
structure that counts backward through
the hours of the standoff, this is a story
that traces its way back to what brought
each of these very different individuals
to the same place on this fateful day.
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One of the most fearless writers of our
time, Jodi Picoult tackles a complicated
issue in this gripping and nuanced novel.
How do we balance the rights of
pregnant women with the rights of the
unborn they carry? What does it mean to
be a good parent? A Spark of Light will
inspire debate, conversation . . . and,
hopefully, understanding. Praise for A
Spark of Light “This is Jodi Picoult at her
best: tackling an emotional hot-button
issue and putting a human face on
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it.”—People “Told backward and hour by
hour, Jodi Picoult’s compelling narrative
deftly explores controversial social
issues.”—Us Weekly
What is Throes? Throes will teach in
specific ways, how you can understand
the Beast of addiction. As a
Transformative Parable, Throes takes
you on a journey. The Heroic Journey. As
you move through events you will work
with your mind and heart to look inward.
Strength from confidence will grow.
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Answer the questions honestly. They will
guide you to discover hidden triggers
and tripwires. As you continue, you may,
for the first time, be able to see your
own thoughts with new clarity. This puts
the power to change in your hands. Hope
and belief in your future grow from this
power. A more abiding Peacefulness is
possible. Every family with an addict,
every mother , every father, and every
son and daughter needs this protective
armour.
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Verses of Recovery
50 Cups of Coffee: The Woes and Throes
of Finding Mr Right
Real Life
Age of Iron
Waiting for Nothing
The Throes of Crime
Nemain, a feline shapeshifter with a
dangerous and unexplainable magical secret
must go on the run with an ancient vampire
if she hopes to survive the supernatural
forces that wish to exploit or kill her.
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Hiding from Sebastian, a powerful warlock
and former lover with a psychotic
obsession, Nemain has sought shelter in
the daemon-run town of Emerald Bay on the
Washington coast. Nemain's tumultuous
relationship with Sebastian left her on
the run, but now it seems that she might
be in the clear, so long as she keeps
flying under the radar. Above all, Nemain
must do what she can to avoid detection,
but the leaders of the warlocks know about
Nemain's abilities and are actively trying
to capture her so that they can use the
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shifter for their own means. And, if the
fae or daemons discover her abilities they
will likely kill her for fear of what she
might do. In order to survive, Nemain must
figure out a way to fight her way free of
the warlocks, and keep her friends and
family safe, all while keeping her magic a
secret from the supernaturals who would do
her harm.
A Ticket to He . . . is the true story of
how Wanda Schnebly and her family's lives
were thrust into turmoil and grief because
of medical malpractice and what they did
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to survive and find joy again. There are
three powerful elements in her story. One
is the medical fiasco that destroyed Kelly
Schnebly's life and the resulting
malpractice lawsuit. Its award of
$1,044,000 was the largest judgment to a
minor in the nation and was a catalyst for
the medical malpractice panic that started
in the seventies and continues yet today.
The second is the inspiring struggle of
how Wanda led volunteers in her community
to build a pilot exemplary educational and
residential program locally for children
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like Kelly. It started in her home as a
day care program for four children and
continues today in six Iowa communities
serving nearly two hundred persons. Its
2008 annual report lists income of
$12,601,936 with expenditures for services
of $12,184, 063. See www.krysilis.org. The
last is a series of powerful and
mysterious paranormal events. She doesn't
ask the reader to agree with her; rather,
she shares the fears and wonderments of
these up-close encounters of life, death,
an inner voice, Jesus, nightmares, and
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other paranormal events, such as the
unfinished last word in the title of this
book, A Ticket to He . . . Perhaps the
finest hours of her story are the ones
that share how Kelly's spirit broke
through his profound and multiple
handicaps and touched others. He has a
legacy few people achieve. He was a hero,
and he inspired others to be heroes too.
Calculating hitmen. Corrupt politicians.
Sociopathic rock singers. Incompetent
private investigators. Sword-wielding
orangutans. You'll find them all in THE
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THROES OF CRIME, a collection of 26 short
stories and six true-crime essays by
Derringer Award finalist Erik Arneson.
Arneson's stories, which flow effortlessly
from dark noir to wicked humor, have been
published by Thuglit, Needle, Otto
Penzler's Kwik Krimes, Akashic Books'
Mondays Are Murder, Shotgun Honey, Out of
the Gutter Online, and more. THE THROES OF
CRIME also features seven brand-new short
stories, never before published anywhere.
All proceeds from THE THROES OF CRIME
benefit the James & Jeanne Arneson
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Memorial Scholarship Fund, which provides
financial support to graduates of Wilmot
High School in Wilmot, South Dakota, who
display an aptitude in creative writing by
authoring a short story. The goal of the
scholarship is to encourage students from
Wilmot to continue writing fiction well
beyond high school, to tell the stories
that only they can tell. Powerful stories
and funny stories and magical stories stories the world is waiting for, even if
it doesn't realize it just yet.
Using recovery and Christian faith-based
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themes, neurologist and author Daniel C.
Potts writes poetry about gratitude and
spiritual transformation.
A Spark of Light
A Memoir
The Butterfly House
A Fourth Collection of Reflective Prayers
Love in the Throes of Tradition
Far and Away
Set in the conformist 1950s and reaching back to span
two world wars, Ellen Baker’s superb novel is the story of
a newlywed who falls in love with a grand abandoned
house and begins to unravel dark secrets woven through
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the generations of a family. Like Whitney Otto’s How to
Make an American Quilt in its intimate portrayal of
women’s lives, and reminiscent of novels by Elizabeth
Berg and Anne Tyler, Keeping the House is a rich
tapestry of a novel that introduces a wonderful new fiction
writer. When Dolly Magnuson moves to Pine Rapids,
Wisconsin, in 1950, she discovers all too soon that
making marriage work is harder than it looks in the pages
of the Ladies’ Home Journal. Dolly tries to adapt to her
new life by keeping the house, supporting her husband’s
career, and fretting about dinner menus. She even gives
up her dream of flying an airplane, trying instead to fit in
at the stuffy Ladies Aid quilting circle. Soon, though, her
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loneliness and restless imagination are seized by the
vacant house on the hill. As Dolly’s life and marriage
become increasingly difficult, she begins to lose herself in
piecing together the story of three generations of
Mickelson men and women: Wilma Mickelson, who came
to Pine Rapids as a new bride in 1896 and fell in love
with a man who was not her husband; her oldest son,
Jack, who fought as a Marine in the trenches of World
War I; and Jack’s son, JJ, a troubled veteran of World
War II, who returns home to discover Dolly in his
grandparents’ house. As the crisis in Dolly’s marriage
escalates, she not only escapes into JJ’s stories of his
family’s past but finds in them parallels to her own life. As
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Keeping the House moves back and forth in time, it
eloquently explores themes of wartime heroism and
passionate love, of the struggles of men’s struggles with
fatherhood and war and of women’s conflicts with issues
of conformity, identity, forbidden dreams, and love.
Beautifully written and atmospheric, Keeping the House
illuminates the courage it takes to shape and reshape a
life, and the difficulty of ever knowing the truth about
another person’s desires. Keeping the House is an
unforgettable novel about small-town life and big matters
of the heart. Advance praise for Keeping the House “Ellen
Baker’s first novel is a wonder! Keeping the House is a
great big juicy family saga, a romantic page-turner with
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genuine characters written with a perfect sense of history,
time, and place. Her portrayal of the American housewife
is hilarious and heartbreaking. I couldn’t have liked it
more!” –Fannie Flagg, author of Can’t Wait to Get to
Heaven “Ellen Baker’s first novel, Keeping the House, is
a quilt that grids a small Midwestern town in the middle of
the last century. Under this writer’s deft hands, each
square is a story, a mystery, an indiscretion, a tale of the
great house and grand family who once ruled there. Even
more, it captures the roles of women then: both the living
embodiments of demure ideals, and those who couldn’t fit
the pattern. Edith Wharton’s novels of domestic despair
and display come to mind with each page.” –Jacquelyn
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Mitchard, author of The Deep End of the Ocean “A born
storyteller, Ellen Baker has written an enthralling family
saga filled with three generations of memorable
characters and capturing the dreams and frustrations of
twentieth-century women in wonderful, spot-on historical
detail.” –Faith Sullivan, author of Gardenias and The
Cape Ann “Ellen Baker has written the novel I’ve been
waiting to read for a very long time. It’s the book you want
to curl up with, the book you rush home to, the book you
wish you’d written. In Keeping the House, she serves up
the complexities of family relationships, the anguish of
victims of wars, the innermost thoughts of women, and
the social mores of the past. Seasoned with mysteries
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that kept me devouring pages, this is one huge gourmet
feast of a book for readers to savor. I look forward to
every delicious book this author writes.” –Bev Marshall,
author of Walking Through Shadows and Right as Rain
Nobel Laureate and two-time Booker prize-winning
author of Disgrace and The Life and Times of Michael K,
J. M. Coetzee tells the remarkable story of a nation
gripped in brutal apartheid in his Sunday Express Book of
the Year award-winner Age of Iron. In Cape Town, South
Africa, an elderly classics professor writes a letter to her
distant daughter, recounting the strange and disturbing
events of her dying days. She has been opposed to the
lies and the brutality of apartheid all her life, but now she
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finds herself coming face to face with its true horrors: the
hounding by the police of her servant's son, the burning
of a nearby black township, the murder by security forces
of a teenage activist who seeks refuge in her house.
Through it all, her only companion, the only person to
whom she can confess her mounting anger and despair,
is a homeless man who one day appears on her
doorstep. In Age of Iron, J. M. Coetzee brings his searing
insight and masterful control of language to bear on one
of the darkest episodes of our times. 'Quite simply a
magnificent and unforgettable work' Daily Telegraph 'A
superbly realized novel whose truth cuts to the bone' The
New York Times 'A remarkable work by a brilliant writer'
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Wall Street Journal South African author J. M. Coetzee
was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2003 and
was the first author to win the Booker Prize twice for his
novels Disgrace and The Life and Times of Michael K.
His novel, Foe, an exquisite reinvention of the story of
Robinson Crusoe is also available in Penguin paperback.
Groomed for a place at a Big Name School since their
obsessed, status-conscious helicopter parents passed
out cigars at the Stockstill General Hospital Neonatal
Unit, the privileged students of Pembrocton College
Preparatory are ratcheting up the stakes in the race to get
into the nation's most prestigious colleges.The PCP
juniors are gloating, jubilant at the rumor that the
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valedictorian presumptive has received a B on her report
card, a grade that will relegate her to in-state hell. Her
heir apparent, a three-generation Yale legacy, is the sole
mourner at the demise of her future—if only because her
thoughtless academic lapse is going to derail his plans to
attend MIT.Across town, in the graffiti-covered halls of
Stockstill High School, the students slink to class, praying
that they arrive without a knife wound—and dream of ivycovered walls. And with the help of a take-no-prisoners
principal and an enterprising parent, the students at SHS
dare to encroach shamelessly on territory normally
reserved for their wealthy private school rivals.?Join the
fray as a memorable cast of characters engages in the
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latest rage in extracurricular activities: college admissions
as a blood sport. ??Laugh out loud funny, The Applicants
lampoons the heights we scale—and the depths to which
we sink—to get into the “right” college. ?
"Hadi and Sama are a young Syrian couple in the throes
of new love, building a life in the country that brought
them together ... Now they giddily await the birth of their
son, a boy whose native language would be freedom and
belonging. When Sama is five months pregnant, Hadi's
father dies in Amman the night before the embassy
interview that would finally reunite Hadi with his parents
and deliver them from a country in crisis. Hadi flies back
to the Middle East for the funeral, promising he'll be gone
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only a few days. On the day his flight is due to arrive in
Boston, Sama decides to surprise him at the airport,
eager to scoop him up and bring him back home. She
waits, and waits. There are protests at Logan airport, and
Hadi never shows up. What Sama doesn't yet know is
that Hadi has been stopped at the border"-The Woes and Throes of Finding Mr Right
Sing You Home
A Shift in Shadows
She Was Like That
A Novel
New and Selected Stories

“A juice box of suburban satire laced with Alfred
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Hitchcock” (The Washington Post)—a novel of art,
motherhood, and the intensity of female friendships, set in
the posh hills above Los Angeles, from the New York
Times bestselling author of California NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
Washington Post • The Boston Globe • San Francisco
Chronicle • New York Observer • Huffington Post • The
Millions • Nylon • Vulture • Bustle High in the
Hollywood Hills, Lady Daniels has separated from her
husband. She’s going to need help with their toddler son if
she’s going to finish the memoir she can’t stand writing.
From a Craigslist ad, she hires S, a magnetic young artist,
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to live in the guesthouse behind the pool, take care of
Lady’s young son, and keep an eye on her older, teenage
one. S performs her job beautifully and quickly draws the
entire family into her orbit—but she isn’t exactly who she
seems. As Lady and S grow closer, old secrets and new
betrayals come to light, jeopardizing what they hold most
dear. Praise for Woman No. 17 “Woman No. 17 is
propulsive and moving, and considers vital questions with
empathy and sly intelligence. . . . A winning novel. ”—The
New York Times Book Review “Lepucki’s exploration of
personal relationships takes on an increasingly noirish
tone: Much like Chekhov’s gun, a swimming pool
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introduced early in the book takes on the shadows of a
floating body long before the reader realizes this might be
a possibility.”—Elle “Edan Lepucki’s Woman No. 17 is
part family melodrama, part twisty self-reflection. . . .
Very funny.”—GQ “While Woman No. 17 does possess all
the trappings of a frothy page-turner—stormy arguments,
showy melodrama, and (oops!) an affair—there are some
quiet, serious moments, too. It’s the intersection between
the two that makes this read both scintillating and thoughtprovoking.”—San Francisco Chronicle
Ten years of infertility issues culminate in the destruction
of music therapist Zoe Baxter's marriage, after which she
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falls in love with another woman, Vanessa, and wants to
start a family; but her ex-husband, Max, in the grips of an
anti-gay pastor, stands in the way. Includes a CD of songs
created for the novel. (This title is being re-listed in
Forecast). 1.5 million first printing.
Shortlisted for the 2018 Man Booker International Prize
From Booker Prize-winner and literary phenomenon Han
Kang, a lyrical and disquieting exploration of personal
grief, written through the prism of the color white While
on a writer's residency, a nameless narrator wanders the
twin white worlds of the blank page and snowy Warsaw.
THE WHITE BOOK becomes a meditation on the color
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white, as well as a fictional journey inspired by an older
sister who died in her mother's arms, a few hours old. The
narrator grapples with the tragedy that has haunted her
family, an event she colors in stark white--breast milk,
swaddling bands, the baby's rice cake-colored skin--and,
from here, visits all that glows in her memory: from a
white dog to sugar cubes. As the writer reckons with the
enormity of her sister's death, Han Kang's trademark frank
and chilling prose is softened by retrospection,
introspection, and a deep sense of resilience and love.
THE WHITE BOOK--ultimately a letter from Kang to her
sister--offers powerful philosophy and personal
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psychology on the tenacity and fragility of the human
spirit, and our attempts to graft new life from the ashes of
destruction.
After an invisible force field seals off Chester Mills,
Maine, from the rest of the world, it is up to Dale Barbara,
an Iraq veteran, and a select group of citizens to save the
town, if they can get past Big Jim Rennie, a murderous
politician, and his son, who hides a horrible secret in his
dark pantry. Reprint.
No Land to Light On
Waiting for Rain
Didn't We Almost Have It All
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In Defense of Whitney Houston
Throes
Red Dirt Heart 4

Outside an isolated cabin, winter fog caresses
spruce trees. Inside, two men, lovers, have
enacted a plan of revenge, kidnapping the
handsome son of the man who wronged one of
them. Al, the accomplice, has stalked Rob for
weeks, and his infatuation for the young man has
grown deeper than he ever anticipated. So much
so that he finds himself drawn to protect Rob
from the rage and vengeance burning away his
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partner Jay's insides. Caring for their bound and
gagged captive, with each passing day Al finds
his power over Rob a potent and irresistible
aphrodisiac and his heart dangerously moved.
But Jay has no intention of ever allowing the
young man to esc
Somsundar And Manju Wait For Life To Fall Into
Place, As Kolkata Waits For Rain Kolkata In The
Early Seventies. The City Is Besieged By The
Naxalite Movement, Which Holds Its Genteel
Middle Class In A Thrall Of Terror. Caught In
The Crossfire Between The Destructive Power Of
The Naxalite Insurgency And The Brutal
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Backlash Of The Police Force S Counter-Attacks,
Peace-Loving Citizens Don T Know Which Way
To Turn. The First Post-Independence Generation
Of Bengalis Has Barely Come Of Age, Only To
Face Crippling Poverty, Unemployment,
Disillusionment And Despair. As This Lost
Generation Hurtles Headlong On A Sure Course
To Self-Destruction, The City Is Caught In The
Throes Of A Torrid, Parched, Disabling,
Seemingly Endless Summer. Nerves Are On Edge
As Kolkata Waits For Rain And Relief & Waiting
For Rain Is Sahitya Akademi-Winner Sirshendu
Mukhopadhyay S Finely Etched And Evocative
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Novel About Kolkata As It Was Before It Changed
Forever. It Is A Kolkata Seen Through The Eyes
Of Somsundar, Young, Unemployed And
Despondent, A Past-His-Prime Boxer Who Must
Wrestle With Reality When His Elder Brother,
Suspected Of Being A Naxalite, Disappears. It Is
Also The Kolkata Of Manju, Who Must Break Out
Of The Cocoon Of Her Wealthy Family
Background And Her Engagement To The
Handsome And Successful Adri When The
Tumult Of The Times Catches Up With Her. Like
Thousands Of Other Kolkatans, Somsundar And
Manju Must Make Sense Of Their Own Lives
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Before They Can Come To Terms With The
Strange Times They Live In. Available For The
First Time In English In A Superb Translation,
This Is A Book That Is Sure To Grip The Reader
With Its Riveting Narrative, Its Sharply Observed
Cast Of Characters, And Its Compelling Portrayal
Of A Great City In Shambles.
In 1656, Diego Velázquez, leading figure in the
Spanish Golden Age of painting, created one of
the most enigmatic works in the history of art:
Las Meninas (The Ladies-in-Waiting). This
graphic novel, written and drawn by two of
Spain’s most sophisticated comics creators,
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examines its legacy as one of the first paintings
to explore the relationship among the viewer,
reality, and unreality. (It guest stars Cano,
Salvador Dalí, Zurbarán, and many others.)
Olivares’s art moves from clear line to
expressionistic; from pen nib to brush stokes;
from one color palette to another, as The Ladiesin-Waiting uses fiction to explore the ties among
artists and patrons, the past and the present,
institutions and audiences, creators and
creativity. Their combined efforts have garnered
not only international comics prizes, but the
equivalent of the National Book Award in Spain,
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where the book has been a commercial and
critical sensation.
Detectives Jeppe Kørner and Anette Werner from
the #1 international bestseller The
Tenant—which New York Times bestselling
author Kathy Reichs heralded as a “stunning
debut”—return in this compulsively readable
thriller as they race to solve a series of sordid
murders linked to some of the most vulnerable
patients in a Danish hospital. Hospitals are
supposed to be places of healing. But in the
coronary care unit at one of Copenhagen’s
leading medical centers, a nurse fills a syringe
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with an overdose of heart medication and
stealthily enters the room of an older male
patient. Six days earlier, a paperboy on his route
in central Copenhagen stumbles upon a macabre
find: the naked body of a dead woman, lying in a
fountain with arms marked with small incisions.
Cause of death? Exsanguination—the draining of
all the blood in her body. Clearly, this is no
ordinary murder. Lead Investigator Jeppe
Kørner, recovering from a painful divorce and in
the throes of a new relationship, takes on the
investigation. His partner, Anette Werner, now
on maternity leave after an unexpected
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pregnancy, is restless at home with a demanding
newborn and an equally demanding husband.
While Jeppe pounds the streets looking for
answers, Anette decides to do a little freelance
sleuthing. But operating on her own exposes her
to dangers she can’t even begin to fathom. As the
investigation ventures into dark corners, it
uncovers the ambition and greed that festers
beneath the surface of caregiving
institutions—all the more shocking for their
depravity—and what Jeppe and Anette discover
will turn their blood as cold as ice….
A Ticket to He...
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The Ladies-in-Waiting
An Empty Vessel Waiting to be Filled
A Transformational Journey to Becoming who
God Says You are
The Savior
A candid exploration of the genius, shame, and
celebrity of Whitney Houston a decade after her
passing On February 11, 2012, Whitney Houston
was found submerged in the bathtub of her suite
at the Beverly Hilton Hotel. In the decade since,
the world has mourned her death amid new
revelations about her relationship to her
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Blackness, her sexuality, and her addictions.
Didn’t We Almost Have It All is author Gerrick
Kennedy’s exploration of the duality of Whitney’s
life as both a woman in the spotlight and
someone who often had to hide who she was. This
is the story of Whitney’s life, her whole life, told
with both grace and honesty. Long before that
fateful day in 2012, Whitney split the world wide
open with her voice. Hers was a once-in-ageneration talent forged in Newark, NJ, and
blessed with the grace of the church and the
wisdom of a long lineage of famous gospel
singers. She redefined “The Star-Spangled
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Banner.” She became a box-office powerhouse, a
queen of the pop charts, and an international
superstar. But all the while, she was forced to
rein in who she was amid constant accusations
that her music wasn’t Black enough, original
enough, honest enough. Kennedy deftly peels
back the layers of Whitney’s complex story to get
to the truth at the core of what drove her, what
inspired her, and what haunted her. He pulls the
narrative apart into the key elements that
informed her life—growing up in the famed
Drinkard family; the two romantic relationships
that shaped the entirety of her adult life, with
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Robyn Crawford and Bobby Brown; her fraught
relationship to her own Blackness and the ways
in which she was judged by the Black community;
her drug and alcohol addiction; and, finally, the
shame that she carried in her heart, which
informed every facet of her life. Drawing on
hundreds of sources, Kennedy takes readers back
to a world in which someone like Whitney simply
could not be, and explains in excruciating detail
the ways in which her fame did not and could not
protect her. In the time since her passing, the
world and the way we view celebrity have changed
dramatically. A sweeping look at Whitney’s life,
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Didn’t We Almost Have It All contextualizes her
struggles against the backdrop of tabloid culture,
audience consumption, mental health stigmas,
and racial divisions in America. It explores
exactly how and why we lost a beloved icon far
too soon.
Are you ready to get off the merry-go-round of
mediocrity? This book is for you! We are not as
those that have no hope. Today is your day! Let
Jesus take the wheel!! In seven short chapters,
this book walks you from the throes of emptiness
to the fullness of victory through Jesus Christ. It
is well written with the reader in mind. You will
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experience a full range of emotions as the words
leap from the pages into your heart. You will
want to laugh out loud, get your praise dance on
and shed tears of anguish as you become a part
of the story line. Ultimately, you will be filled
with hope. This is a must read! Dr. Clark leads
you step by step into how to enjoy a rich,
refreshing life with Jesus Christ our Lord and
Savior. She uses her own hurts and pain to build
a meaningful connection with the readers.Have
you ever felt empty, alone, no place to run,
nowhere to hide and there was no one to hear
your cries? If so, this book is for you. Each
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chapter invites readers to self-evaluate their
position in Christ. It's through our weakness that
God's strength is made perfect. God transforms
us to be more like Him. Whether you are a
seasoned Christian or a new believer, this book
gently guides you into truth. It reaches into your
core and tugs on your heartstrings to taste and
see that the Lord is good!An Empty Vessel
Waiting to be Filled, is an inspirational work
written with compassion for the broken-hearted.
It is written with a touch of humor and the theme
of dreaming outside the box is evident
throughout. This book shines a light in dark
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places, offers options for managing adversity in
our lives and gives the reader ways to increase
their faith. It ignites the flame of our gifts and
talents to be used to build the Kingdom of God.
In the death throes of World War II, one man is
still at war, and he’s got got the world’s deadliest
weapon in his hands . . . With a sniper’s rifle he
has calmly executed hundreds of enemy soldiers
in a single battle, and gunned down thousands of
innocent civilians in a single day, waiting
patiently for the barrel of his gun to cool before
resuming his craft . . . It is the spring of 1945.
And Repp, the master sniper, is about to carry
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out his final mission—even as Germay’s enemies
overrun it, even while a tired, disorganized team
of American and British agents tries everything
in its power to stop him. Because for Repp, this is
the one job at which he cannot fail. For this time,
he possesses the ultimate killing tool. And with
it, he will commit the ultimate crime. . . . Praise
for The Master Sniper “Mesmerizing
suspense.”—Kirkus Reviews “Hunter is a deft
craftsman with a sure sense of pace and scene.
He also knows about irony and sprinkles just a bit
over every corpse.”—The Washington Post
“Stephen Hunter is the best writer of straight-out
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thrillers working today.”—Rocky Mountain News
Throes of Spring is an anthology that takes you
through the varied plains of pain, the struggles
and the Ultimate survival. The anthology aims to
light the fire of hope and handover lanterns to all
those who believe in the power of our hearts to
ignite the fire of hope for a better tomorrow and
keep it burning.
Find Me
Under the Dome: Part 2
Keeping the House
Fog
Avelynn
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The Applicants
Rory, of Bâenouville, Louisiana, is
spending a year at a London boarding
school when she witnesses a murder by a
Jack the Ripper copycat and becomes
involved with the very unusual
investigation.
Elio believes he has left behind his first
love - but as an affair with an older man
intensifies, his thoughts turn to the past
and to Oliver. Oliver, a college
professor, husband and father, is
preparing to leave New York. The imminent
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trip stirs up longing and regret,
awakening an old desire and propelling him
towards a decision that could change
everything. In Call Me By Your Name, we
fell in love with Oliver and Elio. Find Me
returns to these unforgettable characters,
exploring how love can ripple out from the
past and into the future.
From a highly acclaimed, National Book
Award nominee comes a dazzling, careerspanning collection of 12 new and selected
stories.
Moving from a Texas ranch to an Australian
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Outback station was a life changing
decision for Travis Craig. Though it
wasn't really a decision at all. Something
in his bones told him to go, though he had
no clue as to why. Until he met Sutton
Station's owner, Charlie. Loving Charlie
shouldn't have been easy. The man was
stubborn, and riddled with crippling selfdoubt. No, it shouldn't have been easy at
all. Yet somehow, falling in love with
Charlie was the easiest thing in the
world. Loving him was easy. Living with
him, teaching him how to love in return
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and, more importantly, how to love
himself, was not. But Travis knew all
along it'd be worth it. He knew the man
with the red dirt heart was destined to be
his. Just like he knew the red dirt that
surrounded him was where he was supposed
to be. In the final instalment of the Red
Dirt Series, we see Charlie through
Travis' eyes. We see how much he's grown
and how much he loves. We go back to Texas
with them, and we see Charlie get
everything he truly thought he never
deserved. Red Dirt Heart 4 is Travis'
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story. And this is the story of not just
one red dirt heart, but two.
China Room
This Is the Fire
What I Say to My Friends About Racism
Throes of Spring
A vampire and a scientist’s fates are passionately
entwined in a race against time in this thrilling
romance in the #1 New York Times bestselling
“utterly absorbing and deliciously erotic” (Angela
Knight, New York Times bestselling author) Black
Dagger Brotherhood series. In the venerable history
of the Black Dagger Brotherhood, only one male has
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ever been expelled—but Murhder’s insanity gave the
Brothers no choice. Haunted by visions of a female
he could not save, he nonetheless returns to
Caldwell on a mission to right the wrong that ruined
him. However, he is not prepared for what he must
face in his quest for redemption. Dr. Sarah Watkins,
researcher at a biomedical firm, is struggling with
the loss of her fellow scientist fiancé. When the FBI
starts asking about his death, she questions what
really happened and soon learns the terrible truth:
Her firm is conducting inhumane experiments in
secret and the man she thought she knew and loved
was involved in the torture. As Murhder and Sarah’s
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destinies become irrevocably entwined, desire
ignites between them. But can they forge a future
that spans the divide separating the two species?
And as a new foe emerges in the war against the
vampires, will Murhder return to his Brothers...or
resume his lonely existence forevermore?
Dating is an undeniably daunting task, especially
when you're done with casual flings and are looking
for the real deal to settle down with. When a
30-something woman signs up on a dating website
for people looking to get married, she realizes just
how delightful, vexing, amusing and befuddling
trying to find the perfect husband can be. Based on
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real experiences, this book is not a guide to dating,
but rather a delightful collection of episodes about
meeting potential partners, epiphanies about them
and soul-searching questions that will make you see
relationships without the rose-tinted glasses.
Especially pertinent to this age of online dating, this
delicious-as-a-cappuccino book is for all those in
love, looking for love or in between. With advice as
sage (gained the hard way) as that in He's Just Not
That Into You and scenarios as funny and
outrageous as those in Sex and the City, 50 Cups of
Coffee is a hilarious, honest and witty book, perfect
to curl up with when a suitable beau or bae is not
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available.
A FINALIST for the Booker Prize, the National Book
Critics Circle John Leonard Prize, the VCU/Cabell
First Novelist Prize, the Lambda Literary Award, the
NYPL Young Lions Award, and the Edmund White
Debut Fiction Award “A blistering coming of age
story” —O: The Oprah Magazine Named a Best Book
of the Year by The New York Times, The Washington
Post, New York Public Library, Vanity Fair, Elle, NPR,
The Guardian, The Paris Review, Harper's Bazaar,
Financial Times, Huffington Post, BBC, Shondaland,
Barnes & Noble, Vulture, Thrillist, Vice, Self, Electric
Literature, and Shelf Awareness A novel of startling
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intimacy, violence, and mercy among friends in a
Midwestern university town, from an electric new
voice. Almost everything about Wallace is at odds
with the Midwestern university town where he is
working uneasily toward a biochem degree. An
introverted young man from Alabama, black and
queer, he has left behind his family without escaping
the long shadows of his childhood. For reasons of
self-preservation, Wallace has enforced a wary
distance even within his own circle of friends—some
dating each other, some dating women, some
feigning straightness. But over the course of a latesummer weekend, a series of confrontations with
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colleagues, and an unexpected encounter with an
ostensibly straight, white classmate, conspire to
fracture his defenses while exposing long-hidden
currents of hostility and desire within their
community. Real Life is a novel of profound and
lacerating power, a story that asks if it’s ever really
possible to overcome our private wounds, and at
what cost.
Waiting for Nothing, first published in 1935, is a
sobering, first-hand account of the author's life as a
homeless man during the Great Depression of the
1930s. The book, a classic portrayal of the brutality
and inhumaness of the time, was written while
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author Tom Kromer (1906-1969) was working at a
Civilian Conservation Corps camp in California, and
was his only completed novel. Waiting for Nothing
describes Kromer's travels on the rails, his
encounters with small-time cooks, prostitutes and
homosexuals, and the endless search for enough
food to eat and a warm place to sleep. Throughout
the book, Kromer describes the plight of a vast army
of unemployed workers, left to fend for themselves
in a largely uncaring society.
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